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QUESTION 1

What is oVirt? 

A. An extension to the Linux Kernel used to provide container virtualization similar to LXC and OpenVZ. 

B. A library that provides access to several different virtualization technologies in a common manner. 

C. A comprehensive management infrastructure for Linux-based virtualization. 

D. An approach used to eliminate the need for virtualization called Zero-Virt. 

E. A Linux-based hypervisor similar to KVM and Xen. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is true regarding the CPU of a KVM virtual machine? (Choose TWO correct answers.) 

A. Each KVM virtual machine can only have one CPU with one core. 

B. KVM virtual machines support multiple virtual CPUs in order to run SMP systems. 

C. The CPU architecture of a KVM virtual machine is independent of the host system\\'s architecture. 

D. For each KVM virtual machine one dedicated physical CPU core must be reserved. 

E. KVM uses the concept of virtual CPUs to map the virtual machines to physical CPUs. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following KVM monitor commands changes the image file in the first IDE CDROM drive of a virtual
machine? 

A. change ide1-cd0 /tmp/linux.iso 

B. update ide1-cd0 /tmp/linux.iso 

C. set ide1-cd0=/tmp/linux.iso 

D. eject --reconnect ide1-cd0 /tmp/linux.iso 

E. disc file=/tmp/linux.iso,device=/dev/sr0 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

Which command is used to perform all central management and configuration operations regarding OpenVZ
containers? (Specify ONLY the command without any path or parameters.) 

A. vzctl -or- virsh 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

When running a Linux Virtual Server (LVS) cluster, what is the purpose of a nanny process? 

A. Each nanny process checks the state of one configured service on one real server, and tells LVS if the service on
that real server is malfunctioning. 

B. The nanny process powers off a nonfunctional backend server. 

C. The nanny process restarts the daemon of a failed service on a real server node. 

D. The nanny process changes the IP routing table in the Linux kernel according to the LVS configuration. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following statements are true regarding emulation? (Choose TWO correct answers.) 

A. Emulation can only provide distinct hardware components but no complete virtual machines. 

B. Emulation requires changes to the guest operating system. 

C. Emulation reimplements a whole computing system in software. 

D. Emulation allows operating systems to be run on foreign architectures. 

E. Emulation is one of the most resource efficient virtualization techniques. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following technologies is the most important component of IaaS clouds? 

A. Database replication 

B. DNS delegation 

C. Emulation 
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D. Mandatory Access Control 

E. Virtualization 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following commands can be used to safely test and preview Pacemaker configuration changes? (Choose
TWO correct answers.) 

A. crm_test 

B. crm_simulate 

C. crm_dryrun 

D. crm_lab 

E. crm_shadow 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following statements are true regarding the determination of the capacity of a high availability cluster?
(Choose TWO correct answers.) 

A. The overall capacity of all components in the cluster doesn\\'t have to be larger than the resources needed in a
regular setup. 

B. The number of nodes in a cluster has no effect on the availability as long as the sum of the available computing
resources is equal. 

C. Failover clusters can be used to scale a single service beyond the capacity of a single cluster node. 

D. In regular cluster operation, not all resources are used. 

E. In case of the failure of any component, enough resources must remain to provide all cluster services. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following tasks is performed by Vagrant? 

A. It migrates virtual machines automatically between host systems to distribute the load of all virtual machines equally
to all hosts involved. 

B. It automates the installation of a virtual machine according to a configuration file describing the desired VM. 
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C. It monitors the functionality of a virtual machine and restarts the VM in case of failure. 

D. It is a hypervisor optimized for the usage in embedded systems based on the ARM CPU architecture. 

E. It is a programming interface used to create reports from collected performance and resource usage data of a libvirt-
based virtualization infrastructure. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following statements is true regarding the quorum in a two node Pacemaker cluster? 

A. Clusters with one or two nodes cannot have a quorum and require no quorum configuration. 

B. In a two node cluster, quorum can be determined and handled just as in a cluster with a higher number of nodes. 

C. In a two node cluster the quorum is always held by the node that first started the cluster software. 

D. The default quorum policy in a two node cluster must be set to ignore in order to configure a working cluster. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Which kernel module must be loaded to initiate a RAID-1 like copy of data on two separate storage devices for a
clustered storage solution? 

A. rsyncd 

B. drbd 

C. clraid 

D. clmirror 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Which of the following are valid KVM parameters? (Choose THREE correct answers.) 

A. -drive file=iscsi://user%password@fileserver/iqn.2001-04.com.example/1 

B. -drive file=rsync://user%password@fileserver:/tmp/file.iso,media=cdrom,readonly 

C. -drive file=ssh://user@host/tmp/file.img 

D. -drive file=imap://user:password@mailserver:/INBOX/Wufnc6MjYp@mailgate 

E. -drive file=http://user:password@fileserver/pub/linux.iso,media=cdrom,readonly 
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Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 14

Which of the following configuration settings specify that keepalived is to use the round robin algorithm? 

A. lb_mode rr 

B. lb_algo rr 

C. loadbalancer_mode=rr 

D. algorithm=round robin 

E. lb_algorithm=rr 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Which command in the KVM monitor restores a snapshot? (Specify ONLY the command without any path or
parameters.) 

A. loadvm 

Correct Answer: A 
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